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Are you hacked yet? Make use of a VPN! The probabilities are you'll be attacked, soon. This may shake
you up (at least) just a little. One in five people have recently been hacked, and 25 million more are

defrauded every year. You read about it in the news headlines; emails from your bank, "Transformation
your password! You're next! the last thing the FBI needs is even more pressure to repair something they

can not." These tiny cyber-attacks are typically interstate or international, rather than prosecuted.
Identities, credit cards, titles, even actual lives are stolen and exchanged online. Victims rarely find out

until it's far too late, and they are confronted with a long, uphill battle. This concise manual describes the
simplicity of committing digital fraud. Cybercrime is rampant and simply getting worse- the country just

doesn't have the assets to fight it. How will this happen? Meanwhile, every second another helpless victim
is usually snared in america alone. The federal hiring focus is on cyber-agents: they need more whitehat
hackers to research and prevent these episodes. Who can do that? A wide swath of topics bring in the
reader to the hacker equipment and ways of attack. Anybody can! Secure communications and online

personal privacy strategies are highlighted to enable further research (if desired). These people never fully
recover from the assault. Knowledge is certainly power; Verify your accounts information! Bitcoin

transactions are explained from begin to finish, which can be an essential element of Darknet buys and
money laundering. The writer seeks to improve that. Take a short while and try on the black hat! Find out

for yourself what it feels as though, and learn how to safeguard yourself from online villains. Each
chapter is made to illustrate ease, simpleness, and security. You can. Our ignorance and complacency is

the underlying problem. It's easy, but we're lured into believing otherwise. Most of the weaknesses in our
on-line structures exploited by today's cyber-criminals are uncovered within, and various methods to

defend yourself are spelled out. Links and references are included throughout to hold the reader's hands
and expand their possibilities (in the event that you feel the desire). Caution: hard truths within. This

reserve shows you how you'll be targeted, and what you will hopefully do to avoid it.
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Mr. Wernicke has an insider's potential on digital malfeasance .. I've fallen victim to fraud previously, so
educating myself in fraud security is always essential. It is very intuative and provides you a far more
complete understanding of a dark globe in which we live in ,that we have to be so guarded in this digital
globe we live in. Wernicke has an insider's potential on digital malfeasance. If this is all a mystery for you
buy this reserve.Dave Kolodziej-founder DCM Good introduction to cybersecurity for everybody. Within
an increasingly connected globe, this book offers useful advice for staying more secure online than the
next sucker. A MUST READ! The author switches into specific detail on what hackers do and how they
do it.!! easy to read Very well written, easy to read.! I was extremely shocked on this as, I am youthful
and didn't realize exactly all the ways of the "Darknet". It's definitely an eyesight opener that's for sure. I
would suggest this book for everyone but, specifically for the ones who are just getting started in the
world. IT MIGHT JUST SAVE YOUR VALUABLE LIFE (IDENTITY) Your own private Jesus This book
changed my whole life. There I was, seated about, knowing nothing about the depths of internet security,
when along came a digital messiah in Charles Wernicke. THE WRITER is quite knowledgable and has a
well written piece of information. it's just that good! This book is quite well written. It'll open your eyes !
A recommended read Enables you to wanna rethink All of your passwords. I would give it 100 stars easily
could, it's just that good!! Made me open my eye to how easy it may be to manipulate the web. Kept a
light humorous tone to a darker subject.. It opens your eyes and makes you aware to be cautious. He
required me to the river and bathed my mind in knowledge and complex insight, thus baptizing me and
conserving my pathetic, previously ignorant soul. You won't become sorry that you bought this. This book
is well crafted and concise. Chucked filled with useful (read spooky) truths. Five Stars Great read! This
guy is scary sensible. This reserve highlighted many threats and the precautionary measures we all may
take to maintain our privacy and peace of mind. Mr. Recommend read for all. If you are searching for a
book that will explain all of the dark truths of the web this is actually the book you need to get. I've fallen
victim to fraud during the past, so .. Looking forward to even more books by this author Simple to the
point and easy to understand Simple to the idea and easy to comprehend.. Recommend read for all Well
written book of details that few even knew about.I once met the author at a meet and greet a long time
ago. Five Stars Great info! I needed this! Hi Chuck Excellent
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